
The 10th hole is a great 3-shot par 5. A tee shot pushed to the right will catch oak trees after the 

tee. a tee shot pulled left will catch the long fairway bunker. This uphill tee shot will leave all but 

the longest hitters with a blind second shot. Players may elect to play over the trees leaving a 

short wedge into the green or lay up to left of the trees leaving a longer third shot. Players 

electing to lay up to the left must be sure to avoid the pond lurking left of the fairway. If you 

have a blind second shot, you will want to split the fountain you see to the left, and the pine trees 

lining the right side of the fairway. Long hitters may want to try to fly the left Fairway bunker 

giving then a long “go at the green” …but pull this tee shot to the left and you will be blocked 

out by trees. When playing your approach shot to a back pin location, be sure to avoid going over 

the green. For center or front pin an approach shot under the hole will leave a relatively straight 

uphill birdie putt.  

 

Paul Carlisle 
One of my favorites, I prefer a drive up the left side, even ok into #18 fairway. Second shot 

should well inside the 150 and a birdie opportunity. A tough one with a front pin. 

 

 

Dan Huffman 
Paul Carlisle yea but you are a long hitter lol. 

 

Mike Roberts 
Paul Carlisle agreed Paul. It’s one of my favorites also. It’s also a beautiful view with the pond 

and fountain to the left as you approach the green. 

 

Scott Groh 
Longest, hardest par 5 on the course. Tee shot down the left side is best. Watch out for the pine 

tree, at the point of dogleg, on second shot. Stay below the hole on approach. 

 

Larry Patton 
Nicely designed par 5. Drive up the middle, then a soft fade fairway wood. Wedge below the 

hole and you're putting for birdie. 

 

Kent Van Hoe 
Top contributor 

If you can get past the trap on the left hit your drive over the trap or into #18 fairway and take the 

dogleg out of your 2nd shot. Don't go to far or you have the big tree to contend with. 

 

Dan Huffman 
Very long Par 5 for most of us old guys. You can try to shortcut the hole if you favor the right 

side of fairway and can hit drive to top of hill. Otherwise you must play left of the two trees that 

guard the dogleg. Very tough hole for me. Green has a lot of slope back to front. If pin on front 

stay below the hole. 
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